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ABSTRACT
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are becoming increasingly ubiqui-
tous in our daily lives. However, like many other complex systems,
UAVs are susceptible to software bugs that can lead to abnormal sys-
tem behaviors and undesirable consequences. It is crucial to study
such software bug-induced UAV anomalies, which are often mani-
fested in flight logs, to help assure the quality and safety of UAV
systems. However, there has been limited research on investigating
the code-level patterns of software bug-induced UAV anomalies.
This impedes the development of effective tools for diagnosing and
localizing bugs within UAV system code.

To bridge the research gap and deepen our understanding of
UAV anomalies, we carried out an empirical study on this subject.
We first collected 178 real-world abnormal logs induced by soft-
ware bugs in two popular open-source UAV platforms, i.e., PX4 and
Ardupilot. We then examined each of these abnormal logs and com-
piled their common patterns. In particular, we investigated the most
severe anomalies that led to UAV crashes, and identified their fea-
tures. Based on our empirical findings, we further summarized the
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challenges of localizing bugs in system code by analyzing anoma-
lous UAV flight data, which can offer insights for future research in
this field.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, UAVs have become more and more popular in our
daily lives and played an increasingly important role. On the one
hand, UAVs have a wide range of applications [24, 30], such as
photography, parcel delivery, firefighting, and pesticide spraying.
On the other hand, UAVs have more and more complex functions,
such as automatic obstacle avoidance [16, 26], autonomous nav-
igation [2, 34], and path planning [3, 87, 93]. However, with the
diversification of applications and functions, the abnormal UAV
behaviors caused by software bugs have also become more diverse
and frequent, resulting in serious financial and even life losses. It
is essential to study the characteristics of such abnormal UAV be-
haviors induced by software bugs to help people better judge UAV
status and develop more reliable UAV systems.
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Figure 1: A UAV Log of Airspeed Changes

UAVs, as a typical type of cyber-physical systems (CPSs), employ
a multitude of sensors to sense and respond to the dynamics of
the physical environment, while also possessing the capability to
establish network connections to interact with other UAVs and
humans [11, 39, 41, 81]. Sensors in UAVs monitor the UAVs’ states
in real-time, such as speed, altitude, temperature, and battery power.
Such information is often recorded in logs in popular UAV systems.
In this paper, we focus on studying abnormal data in UAV logs that
resulted from software bugs. We refer to such abnormal data in
UAV logs as UAV anomalies for ease of presentation.

Figure 1 shows a typical UAV log that records airspeed changes
during a flight. We can see that the UAV log is a collection of data
points that vary over time, i.e., a time series. Existing research has
pointed out that developers usually locate and fix software bugs
in UAV systems by manually analyzing abnormal logs [41]. How-
ever, analyzing UAV anomalies is a challenging task that requires
rich expertise in different domains, such as mechanics and control
engineering. Moreover, UAV logs often contain noises and inter-
ference from the physical environment, which differ significantly
from traditional software logs [90]. These difficulties impede the
effective diagnosis of UAV anomalies. There is also some research
that has explored the abnormal behaviors of UAVs, but much of the
research has only classified UAV anomalies without investigating
their patterns in depth. For example, when developing an anomaly
detection tool, Li [41] analyzed anomalies in aviation logs but did
not thoroughly investigate the causes of such anomalies at the sys-
tem code level. Ultimately, experts still need to manually analyze
anomalies case by case to determine unknown errors. Additionally,
some studies [23, 86, 90] have focused on categorizing software
bugs in UAV systems. However, the relationship between software
bugs and UAV anomalies still remains largely unknown.

To fill the above-mentioned research gaps, we aim to analyze
and understand the characteristics of UAV anomalies, disclosing
their causes at the system code level, to provide developers with
more guidance in combating software bugs via analyzing UAV logs.
Particularly, we pay special attention to UAV crash anomalies, as
they can result in significant damages. For example, in October 2021,
a UAV show was disrupted by signal interference, causing many
UAVs to fall from the sky and incurring serious property losses [98].
It is important and urgent to demystify such crash anomalies in UAV
systems. In addition, before fixing software bugs that induce UAV
anomalies, developers often need to locate the faulty source code
in the UAV system. However, the difficulties of fault localization
through UAV anomaly analysis are still unknown. Gaining insights
into these difficulties is instrumental in designing effective UAV
fault localization tools.

To achieve the above research goals, we conducted an empirical
analysis of real-world UAV anomalies. Specifically, we aimed to sum-
marize systematic knowledge about UAV anomalies by analyzing
the available flight logs of two open-source UAV platforms: PX4 [54]
and Ardupilot [8]. For the study, we collected 2,036 bugs in PX4
and Ardupilot, 178 of which were accompanied by abnormal flight
logs. We manually analyzed each of these logs and relevant data,
including source code, patches, bug reports, and so on. Our analysis
identified six common types of UAV anomalies and their corre-
sponding anomaly-inducing code patterns, as shown in Figure 2.
We also summarized the features of UAV crash anomalies by ana-
lyzing the associated logs and observed four prominent challenges
of fault localization in UAV systems via analyzing UAV anomalies.

Our work can help developers and researchers better understand
UAV anomalies and the patterns of anomaly-inducing system code.
It can also assist developers and researchers in performing effec-
tive fault localization by utilizing UAV anomalies, as well as in
developing more stable and reliable UAV systems.

In summary, our work makes the following contributions:
• We conducted the first empirical study of software bug-induced
UAV anomalies. Our investigation revealed six common types of
UAV anomalies and their patterns at the system code level.

• We systematically discussed the difficulties of fault localization
in UAV systems via anomalies in flight logs.

• We released a replication package and our dataset at https://doi.
org/10.5281/zenodo.8208253 to facilitate future research.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2, we introduce the background of CPSs, UAVs, UAV logs,
UAV log analysis, and pattern classification. The research questions
driving our study are listed in Section 3. In Section 4, we present
our analysis methodology. Sections 5, 6, and 7 delve into each of
the three research questions and discuss our findings. We review
the prior work related to our study in Section 8. In Section 9, we
discuss the potential threats to the validity of our findings. Finally,
Section 10 gives a conclusion of this work.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 CPSs and UAV Systems
CPSs refer to systems formed by the tight integration of computer-
controlled physical processes and networked communication sys-
tems. A common design objective of CPSs is to enhance system
performance, efficiency, and security. These systems typically en-
compass sensor networks, real-time control systems, and automa-
tion systems [89, 91].

UAVs are an important type of CPSs. Within a typical UAV sys-
tem, the embedded computer and controller manage the UAV’s
attitude and flight status, while sensors collect various flight data
and environmental information to enable intelligent control and
optimization of UAVs [5, 50]. In recent years, UAV technology has
continued to advance rapidly, and several open-source UAV plat-
forms have also emerged. For example, PX4 [27, 48, 54, 75] and
Ardupilot [8, 14, 44, 49] are open-source UAV control software
platforms, offering high performance, reliability, and flexibility.
They support various vehicles, including multi-copters, fixed-wing
aircraft, and vertical take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft, with
modular architectures.

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8208253
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.8208253
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Figure 2: Types and Code Patterns of UAV Anomalies

2.2 UAV Logs
Logs play a critical role in recording system operations, aiding in
troubleshooting, performance analysis, and optimization [95–97].
This is particularly important in the realm of UAVs, where analyzing
flight data and system status is vital for safety and performance.
Prominent UAV systems like PX4 and ArduPilot offer robust logging
capabilities to capture sensor data, control outputs, and system
messages [9, 57]. Typically, UAV log files encompass various data
types, including time series data [79, 88] that provide continuous
recordings over time, such as sensor measurements, flight status,
and control outputs. Time series data is organized by timestamps,
serving as a crucial component for researchers and developers to
analyze UAV performance and diagnose UAV issues.

2.3 UAV Log Analysis and Pattern Classification
UAV log analysis is vital for understanding and optimizing UAV op-
erations. Various general data analysis techniques can be employed
for UAV log analysis, which mainly include three categories: statis-
tical [7, 17, 28, 33, 37], classification-based [18, 85], and clustering-
based [6, 15, 52] methods. Statistical methods involve modeling
data distributions, often using the Gaussian model. Classification-
based methods require labeled training data to learn and create
boundaries between different classes. Clustering-based methods
group data points into clusters, identifying anomalies as those not
fitting any cluster.

Pattern classification techniques are crucial for identifying anom-
alies in UAV flight logs, which can also be divided into three main
categories [1, 84]: feature-based (FB) [51], model-based (MB) [36],
and distance-based (DB) methods [35]. In FB methods, time series
data is transformed into feature vectors and classified using a con-
ventional classifier such as a decision tree. MB methods assume
shared underlying models within a class, assigning new series based
on the best-fitting model. DB methods involve defining distance
measures, which are then integrated into distance-based classifica-
tion methods such as the k-nearest neighbor classifier.

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Our empirical study investigates three research questions (RQs):

• RQ1 (Anomaly Types and Anomaly-inducing Code Pat-
terns): Are there common types of UAV anomalies? What are
the anomaly-inducing patterns at the system code level?

• RQ2 (Characteristics of Crash Anomalies): Which anomaly-
inducing code pattern is most prone to cause UAV crashes? What
are the underlying reasons behind the crash anomalies?

• RQ3 (Difficulties of Fault Localization): What are the diffi-
culties in fault localization via analyzing UAV anomalies?

By investigating RQ1, we aim to classify UAV anomalies into
different types and understand how UAV anomalies arise due to
bugs in the system code. In RQ2, we dig deeper into the causes of
UAV crashes based on the results of RQ1. In RQ3, we explore the
obstacles of fault localization through anomaly analysis.

4 METHODOLOGY
4.1 Data Collection
To construct a dataset of UAV bugs and logs for analysis, we con-
sidered the following three requirements: (1) To ensure that our re-
search results are useful, we should choose popular and active UAV
systems with a sufficient number of anomalies as our study subjects.
(2) To investigate the code-level patterns behind UAV anomalies,
we should have access to the system source code. Therefore, the
selected systems should be open-source. (3) For a comprehensive
understanding of UAV anomalies (i.e., from the origin of the anom-
alies to their resolution), it is essential to know the details of the
software bugs causing the anomalies, as well as their fixes. In accor-
dance with requirement 1, we chose PX4 and ArduPilot from a wide
range of open-source UAV systems as our study subjects. Other
open-source UAV platforms, such as OpenPilot and Paparazzi, lack
available issue data [90] for analysis. Based on requirements 2 and
3, we devised the following data collection criteria:
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Table 1: The Statistics of the Two Subjects: PX4 and Ardupilot

Project Name # Stars on GitHub # Commits Lines of Code # Files # Closed Issues # Bugs
PX4 6,400 44,348 1,139,400 3,384 6,236 1,384

Ardupilot 8,400 75,857 2,123,463 3,291 5,085 652

• Closed Issue Reports: Resolved issues are often represented by
closed reports, which are essential for our analysis. That is, we
exclude open issues.

• Inclusion of Log Data in Issue Reports: In the open-source
community, users or developers may not always adhere to issue
reporting standards andmay omit crucial log data when reporting
abnormal UAV behaviors. Such reports hold little value for our
study and are thus excluded.

• Bug-tagged Issue Reports with a Corresponding Patch:
Open-source project maintainers typically assign appropriate
labels to issue reports. In line with requirement 3, we collected
issue reports tagged with a “bug” label and accompanied by a
patch that resolves the issue.

Based on the above criteria, we manually collected 2,036 real
bugs, of which 178 contain logs, from 11,321 closed issues in the
projects PX4 and Ardupilot on GitHub. As shown in Table 1, PX4
contains 6,236 closed issues and 1,384 bugs, while Ardupilot has
5,085 closed issues and 652 bugs. It can also be seen from the table
that these two projects contain more than two million lines of code
and over 110,000 commits.

4.2 Types of UAV Anomalies
To gain a precise understanding of the collected anomalies, we
begin by classifying them into different types. To facilitate manual
analysis, we first employ the Flight Review tool [58] provided by
PX4 and the UAV Log Viewer tool [10] from Ardupilot to visualize
the UAV log files collected from the respective platforms. Since UAV
logs consist of time series data, we also employ a widely adopted
time series anomaly classification system [19, 22] to categorize the
anomalies in UAV logs into three types, as shown in Figure 3:

Point Anomalies: Individual data points deviating significantly
from the expected trend. Causes include random noise, data entry
errors, or genuine unusual events.

Contextual Anomalies: Data points deviating from the ex-
pected pattern within a specific context, such as a particular day
or season. These anomalies may appear normal in isolation but
abnormal within context.

Collective Anomalies: A group of data points exhibiting un-
usual behavior collectively, although each point may not be anoma-
lous individually. This type typically suggests underlying changes
in the system generating the data, pattern shifts, or unknown vari-
able relationships.

Following the aforementioned classification and the prior re-
search [42] on anomaly detection in flight logs1, we classify point
and contextual anomalies as instantaneous-type anomalies in this
work. Furthermore, we will provide a detailed classification scheme
for collective anomalies in Section 4.3.

1Previous work [47] also explored anomaly classification in CPSs. However, as their
studied systems differ greatly from UAVs, their method cannot be used in our work.

Figure 3: UAV Altitude with Three Types of Anomalies

4.3 Classifying Anomaly Types and
Anomaly-inducing Code Patterns

To achieve an objective classification of UAV anomaly types and
anomaly-inducing code patterns, we employed an open-coding
procedure [40, 43, 90], a widely adopted data analysis method in
empirical research. Specifically, two authors of this paper engaged
in an eight-month iterative labeling process on the collected data
in this study. Both authors have more than three years of research
and development experience in the CPS domain. Particularly, prior
to this work, they investigated hundreds of bugs in open-source
CPS projects and deployed tens of buggy PX4 versions on either
real UAVs or in emulators. During the manual analysis, through
continuous discussion and refining of classification strategies, they
ultimately reached a consensus on the classification results. In the
following, we present the details of the manual analysis process.

In the first iteration, spanning a period of four months, the two
authors separately analyzed all the UAV anomalies by checking
logs, source code, patches, issue reports, and comments from the
project developers, and provided descriptions and labels for the
code-level patterns and types of UAV anomalies based on their own
understanding. In this step, no restrictions were set on the content
or format of the descriptions. For labels, we requested the two
authors to describe them concisely, using as few words as possible
to avoid excessive length.

Upon completing the above task, the two authors carried out
their first discussion. They initially compared and discussed their
results for each anomaly, preserving those with consistent or similar
labels. For labels with discrepancies, they analyzed the reasons
behind these differences, exploring factors such as whether the
discrepancies stem from one party’s misunderstanding, whether the
discrepancies are due to different descriptive methods, or whether
both parties misunderstand the anomalies. With these discussions,
the two authors established a preliminary classification and labeling
strategy.

In the second iteration, the two authors re-labeled all UAV anom-
alies based on the devised strategy and compared the outcomes.
However, discrepancies persisted in the labeling results. This was
because certain anomalies could be associated with multiple labels,
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suggesting that the boundaries between different classes were un-
clear and the labeling strategy was ambiguous. To address these
discrepancies, the two authors discussed again and clarified the
boundaries of different classes, ensuring that each anomaly would
be exclusively associated with a single label.

After the second refinement of the classification and labeling
strategy, the two authors carried out a third iteration and ultimately
achieved a consistent classification of anomaly types and anomaly-
inducing code patterns.

With the three iterations, every UAV anomaly was assigned
to one unique class within our taxonomy of anomaly types and
anomaly-inducing code patterns. To facilitate the replication of
our work, we discuss some special cases encountered during our
classification process:

(1) Since UAV logs include more than 20 different indicators,
such as speed, position, and temperature, the same anomaly may
manifest in different indicators. For example, a crash may be iden-
tified as a sudden vertical drop in altitude, while also appearing
as extremely irregular fluctuations in the UAV’s posture. When
developers do not specify the specific abnormal indicators in the
issue reports, we would study the anomalies related to the physical
trajectory of the UAV by referring to previous studies [32].

(2) Some logs contain a chain of abnormal events. For example,
in PX4 Issue 12071 [59], a UAV experienced a loss of control that
ultimately caused it to run out of power and crash. In such situations,
we would study the initial anomaly that led to the loss of control
rather than the crash anomaly that occurred later.

5 RQ1: ANOMALY TYPES AND
ANOMALY-INDUCING CODE PATTERNS

5.1 Different Types of UAV Anomalies
After conducting iterative classification, in addition to the instan-
taneous type anomalies mentioned in Section 4.2, we addition-
ally identified five other types of UAV anomalies based on their
visual features: W-type, L-type, Climb-type, Deviation-type, and
Interruption-type.

The W-type anomalies refer to those UAV anomalies exhibiting
a waveform-like oscillation pattern with fluctuations.W-type anom-
alies rarely exhibit standard interval fluctuations. Instead, most of
them have varying amplitudes and directions of oscillation, which
can be broadly classified into horizontal, upward, and downward
oscillations.

The L-type anomalies refer to those UAV anomalies that exhibit
a sudden steep decline from normal states, followed by a gradual
flattening with little or no significant fluctuation.

The Climb-type anomalies, in contrast to the L-type anomalies,
are characterized by a rapid abnormal ascent from the normal
state, followed by a gradual leveling off with little to no apparent
fluctuation. The resulting shape resembles a step-like pattern as
seen in the log data.

The Deviation-type anomalies refer to deviations between the
UAV logs and the originally planned flight states. In contrast to the
above types of anomalies, the Deviation type requires a comparison
between two log entries to determine. For instance, in Figure 4, the
UAV’s flight appears normal by solely examining the yaw angle

Figure 4: A Deviation-Type UAV Anomaly

estimated. However, by observing the yaw setpoint, we can identify
a rightward deviation of the yaw angle in the UAV’s flight path.

The Interruption-type anomalies in UAV logs refer to discon-
tinuous or interrupted events. These anomalies are characterized
by gaps or interruptions in the UAV’s log data.

5.2 Code-Level Patterns of UAV Anomalies
Through our iterative classfication, we identified six major anomaly-
inducing patterns at the code level. These patterns include bound,
clash, incompatible, math, transition, and validity. In the following,
we provide a detailed discussion of each pattern.

5.2.1 Bound. In UAV systems, there are various numerical bound-
aries related to physical parameters, time, UAV functionalities, and
others. Failing to adhere to these boundaries (e.g., exceeding a limit)
can result in anomalies or malfunctions of the UAV.
• Bound of Parameters. In UAV systems, there are thousands of
parameters, most of which have physical boundaries. For exam-
ple, the HDRIFT parameter represents the horizontal drift speed
to use GPS, and its numerical bound is 0.1 to 1. If the program
violates this boundary when using GPS, the UAV may malfunc-
tion. In addition, there are also some issues related to the use
and optimization of parameter boundaries. For example, setting
unnecessary boundaries or improper boundaries (e.g., too large
or too small) can also cause UAV anomalies. In Issue 11420 [60],
some users attempted to adjust the MPC_XY_VEL_MAX parameter
to decrease the speed of the UAV. However, this approach led to
an issue where the UAV’s flight controller attempted to pull the
aircraft back to the limited speed when the MPC_VEL_MANUAL or
MPC_XY_CRUISE parameters exceeded the maximum speed. This
resulted in the W-type anomaly depicted in Figure 5. Ultimately,
the problem was resolved by verifying whether the parameters
exceeded the maximum speed, as illustrated in Listing 1.

• Bound of Filters. Signal transmission within a UAV typically
requires the use of filters to ensure signal quality by filtering out
noises that are out of certain boundaries. High-quality signals, i.e.,
those with low noises, can ensure stable operation of the UAV. In
practice, improper filtering may cause abnormal UAV behaviors.
For example, in Issue 9150 [61], after achieving a stable takeoff,
developers observed unstable oscillations in the UAV flight as
shown in Figure 6. The occurrence of this anomaly was due to the
disabling of the D-term filter2 in the mc_att_control module

2The D-term filter is a component of the PID controller in UAVs and is responsible for
fine-tuning the controller’s output.
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Figure 5: A W-Type UAV Anomaly of Issue #11420

// Check that the design parameters are inside
// the absolute maximum constraints

if (_param_mpc_xy_cruise.get() >
_param_mpc_xy_vel_max.get()) {

_param_mpc_xy_cruise.set(_param_mpc_xy_vel_max
.get());

_param_mpc_xy_cruise.commit();
mavlink_log_critical(&_mavlink_log_pub,

"Cruise speed has been constrained by max speed")
}

Listing 1: The Fix of Issue #11420

- PARAM_DEFINE_FLOAT(MC_DTERM_CUTOFF, 0.f);
+ PARAM_DEFINE_FLOAT(MC_DTERM_CUTOFF, 30.f);

Listing 2: The Fix of Issue #9150

Figure 6: A W-Type UAV Anomaly of Issue #9150

of the system. This resulted in a high cutoff frequency, which
negatively impacted the UAV’s smooth operation. The solution
to this issue is to enable the D-term filter, as shown in Listing 2.

• Bound of Time. Due to the limited processing power of UAVs
and the need to handle a large number of tasks, sometimes small
time boundaries can also cause UAV anomalies. For example,
in Issue 15810 [62], the land detector module subscribed to a
frequency of 1Hz, resulting in a timeout value that was too small.
As a result, the UAV was unable to execute failsafe landing tasks
in a timely manner before it shuts down in the air. Then, an
L-type anomaly occurred, as shown in Figure 7.

There are other bound-related anomalies in our dataset, but due to
the page limit, we present only the above three typical cases in this
paper. All anomalies can be found in our released dataset.

Figure 7: A L-Type UAV Anomaly of Issue #15810

+ // Accumulate autopilot gyro data across the same
time interval as the flow sensor

+ _imu_del_ang_of += _imu_sample_delayed.delta_ang -
_state.gyro_bias;

+ _delta_time_of += _imu_sample_delayed.delta_ang_dt;

Listing 3: The Fix of Issue #6772

5.2.2 Clash. The pattern Clash refers to the presence of two clash-
ing objects, causing UAV anomalies. These objects include but are
not limited to methods, libraries, commands, parameters, and refer-
ence coordinate systems.
• Clash Between Commands and Flight Modes. UAV systems
are equipped with commonly used flight modes, such as takeoff,
landing, and follow modes. PX4 includes 17 flight modes, each
responding to different user commands. The diverse range of
flight modes offered by UAV systems can cause clashes between
user commands and flight modes, leading to unintended conse-
quences. For example, in Issue 12029 [63], the use of the com-
mand SET_ACTUATOR_CONTROL_TARGET resulted in the disregard
of subsequent commands, which ultimately led to a crash when
the UAV attempted to fly in offboard mode using body_rate and
thrust setpoints (the SET_ACTUATOR_CONTROL_TARGET command
clashes with the offboard flight mode).

• Clash of Timer Interval. Some sensors have different timers,
which can cause clashes in sensor data. For example, in Issue
6772 [64], the UAV’s inertial measurement unit (IMU) data of
gyro were not being accumulated over the same timer interval as
the flow sensor data. This caused the optical flow configuration
to exhibit slow drift over time. The problem was fixed by aligning
the timers, as shown in Listing 3.

• Clash Between Coordinates and Setpoints. UAV systems
involve various reference coordinate systems, including map co-
ordinate systems, Earth coordinate systems, camera coordinate
systems, global coordinate systems, and more. Different coordi-
nate systems are associated with different setpoints. As a result,
the reference coordinate systemmay clash with the setpoints. For
instance, in Issue 12517 [65], the position control of a fixed-wing
UAV uses a global coordinate system, but the position control
in PX4 uses non-global position setpoints. This results in the
fixed-wing UAV being unable to follow position setpoints for
flight missions. As shown in Figure 8, the UAV flies directly in
a straight line (i.e., the blue line) in offboard mode instead of
following the setpoints.
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Figure 8: A Deviation-Type UAV Anomaly of Issue #12517

pwm_out_sim mode_pwm
sensors start
commander start

- land_detector start multicopter
+ land_detector start vtol
navigator start

Listing 4: The Fix of Issue #7737

5.2.3 Math. As a control system, UAVs involve a multitude of in-
tricate mathematical calculations, encompassing tasks like angular
velocity computation, position calculation, attitude determination,
flight control algorithms, and more. Developers may make mistakes
when implementing the calculations. Here is a typical example of
this pattern: In Issue 18595 [66], the fixed-wing landing’s loiter exit
was incorrectly calculated during counterclockwise loiters, which
resulted in the aircraft flying an approach vector with an offset. As
a result, the UAV experienced a rightward deviation anomaly, as
shown in Figure 4. The issue was eventually resolved by modifying
the calculation formula.

5.2.4 Incompatible. There are many types of UAVs, such as fixed-
wing andmulti-copter, each corresponding to different flight control
algorithms. If the flight control algorithm does not match the UAV
type, it can lead to abnormal UAV behaviors. In Issue 7737 [67], the
developer mistakenly used the land_detector for VTOL UAVs on
a fixed-wing UAV, resulting in the UAV having very little throttle
during takeoff, which eventually led to a failed takeoff. The devel-
oper fixed the bug by adjusting to the appropriate UAV type, as
shown in Listing 4.

5.2.5 Transition. In UAVs, flight missions and modes can be switc-
hed using commands at runtime. However, due to the varying
implementations of different missions or modes, many bugs can
occur during the switching process. For example, in Issue 12910 [68],
there is no control in the fixed wing after transitioning from altitude
control. This results in the UAV’s throttle being immediately cut to
zero, as shown in Figure 9.

5.2.6 Validity. In UAV systems, data validity requires multiple
verifications beyond simple numerical and data type checks. For
instance, in Issue 15037 [69], the tailsitter’s quaternion input must
be completely normalized because the acosf() function used by
the system module to calculate the control attitude requires input
values to be within the range of -1 to 1. Invalid quaternion input
resulted in the UAV failing to generate a pitch set value, which in
turn caused the tailsitter VTOL front/back transmission to fail. The
fix for this issue is shown in Listing 5.

Figure 9: A Instantaneous-TypeUAVAnomaly of Issue #12910

+ // ensure input quaternions are exactly
normalized because acosf (1.00001) ==NaN

+ _q_trans_sp.normalize ();

Listing 5: The Fix of Issue #15037

5.2.7 Others. There are other anomaly-inducing code patterns
such as hardware support, and driver issues that we consider less
important to be discussed in this paper since similar problems also
exist in general software systems. Therefore, we will not elaborate
on them due to the page limit.

5.3 Discussions
5.3.1 Comparison with General CPSs. Given that UAV systems
are a typical type of CPSs, it is not surprising to find that many
anomalies and code patterns observed in UAV systems also appear
in other traditional CPSs. For instance, the bound pattern associated
with UAV parameters can also be observed in robot systems [92, 94],
which often enforce various parameter bounds. Furthermore, a
noteworthy point is that some UAV systems such as PX4 directly
leverage technologies from the Robot Operating System (ROS) [76]
for obstacle avoidance and collision prevention, thereby naturally
causing many similarities between these UAV systems and robot
systems. Nonetheless, we found that UAV systems exhibit distinct
features when compared to general CPS counterparts:

Severity of Crash Anomalies. UAVs may suffer from crash
anomalies where altitude abruptly dropped to zero due to their
unique operation in the airspace. We have observed twelve crash
cases in our dataset where altitude unexpectedly drops to zero,
causing severe consequences. In comparison, crashes in many other
CPSs [47] do not manifest such pronounced changes in altitude.

Code Pattern Distributions. While anomaly-inducing code
patterns can exhibit similarities between UAV systems and other
CPSs, their distribution characteristics deviate due to the dispari-
ties in system functionality and hardware. According to a recent
empirical study [94] on CPS bugs, bugs tied to numerical ranges
accounted for 2.75%, whereas in our dataset, bound-related bugs
comprised a substantial 34.8%.

Impact of the Control Algorithm. Flight control algorithms
are a distinctive feature of UAV systems. UAVs demand exception-
ally precise and real-time flight control algorithms [77] and bugs
within these algorithms can lead to critical flight issues. In con-
trast to conventional CPSs, the system code governing UAV flight
control involves a complex interplay of mathematical and physical
calculations [55]. As exemplified in Section 5.2.1, even a minute
deviation can culminate in a catastrophic UAV crash.
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5.3.2 Detecting UAV Anomalies and Software Bugs. In RQ1, we
reveal the causes of UAV anomalies at the system code level. To
inspire future research, we further discuss several possible ideas to
detect the three most common types of software bugs that induce
abnormal UAV behaviors.

The Bound Pattern: Our studied UAV systems involve more
than one thousand parameters, whose values should be within
specific boundaries [90]. The number of parameters may further
expand with software or hardware updates. Essentially, the state
of a UAV flight is determined by a set of diverse parameter values.
Therefore, it is possible to employ fuzzing techniques to continu-
ously fly a UAV to detect whether each set of parameter values is
within proper boundaries. However, the challenge arises from the
multitude of parameter combinations, leading to a potential search
space explosion. One viable solution to this problem is to utilize
evolutionary algorithms to select the parameters to fuzz in a guided
manner. Future research can investigate the effectiveness of this
approach or leverage other search and optimization algorithms to
reduce the search space when detecting bugs of the bound pattern.

The Clash Pattern: According to our observation of the clash
of timer intervals in RQ1, it is evident that two distinct sensors may
possess different timer intervals. When values from sensors with
disparate timer intervals intersect within the program, conflicts
may arise. To address and detect such issues, we recommend using
symbolic execution. This method allows for the identification of
potential intersection points among variables storing values from
different sensors, thereby facilitating the detection of clashes.

The Transition Pattern: Building upon our observations of
real anomalies, it is possible to craft specialized testing strategies
to detect bugs of the transition pattern. For instance, one can con-
tinuously generate commands for UAVs to switch flight modes (i.e.,
transition-specific fuzzing) to detect potential issues arising during
mode transitions within the system.

6 RQ2: CHARACTERISTICS OF CRASH
ANOMALIES

Given the severe consequences of UAV crashes, it is important to
understand the characteristics of the crash anomalies in real UAV
systems to guide future research. For the first sub-question of RQ2,
we focus on discerning the most common anomaly-inducing code
pattern that can result in UAV crashes. The second sub-question
investigate how such bugs in system code cause UAV crashes.

For the first sub-question, we observed that the bound pattern
is most likely to cause a UAV to lose control and crash. We did
statistical analysis on the code patterns causing UAV crash anom-
alies based on the results of RQ1. As shown in Figure 10, the bound
pattern clearly caused the highest number of crash anomalies. This
suggests that future research effort may focus on developing effec-
tive techniques to identify improper or missing boundary checks
in UAV system code to avoid the catastrophe of UAV crashes.

To answer the second sub-question, we examined the fixing code
for each bound-related issue in our dataset. Specifically, by manual
code inspection, we analyzed which system module was affected by
each bound-related issue and why such issues ultimately led to UAV
crashes. We made two major observations through the analysis:
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Figure 10: Code Pattern Distribution of Crash Anomalies

1) Most issues with bound patterns are related to control
algorithms. In our dataset, 80% bound-related issues are in control-
related modules, such as position control, altitude control, atti-
tude control3, navigation, and so on. This is understandable since
the flight control algorithm has a direct impact on the stability
of the UAV [53]. We observe that control algorithms can act like
an amplifier that magnifies and even superimposes the effects of
bound-related problems, ultimately leading to the loss of control.
For example, in Issue 7202 [70], the problem arose from temperature
fluctuations, which affected the accuracy of the Inertial Measure-
ment Unit (IMU), leading to a minor deviation in IMU.AccZ (i.e.,
the Z-axis acceleration). Initially, this deviation did not impact the
UAV’s flight performance. However, as the flight mission contin-
ued, this deviation accumulated and there was no boundary check
for the value. Consequently, the accumulated deviation grew be-
yond the Extended Kalman Filter’s (EKF) capacity, resulting in a
catastrophic UAV crash. This entire process is a kind of “butterfly
effect” within the UAV, with the flight control algorithm acting as
the accumulator.

2) The boundary checking in our studied UAV systems is
insufficiently effective. Our manual code analysis unveils that
all bound-related issues resulting in UAV crashes were due to the
lack of proper boundary checks. In a UAV system, important value
boundaries should be correctly enforced to ensure that the UAV’s
operation complies with safety requirements or restrictions. How-
ever, when building real UAV systems, it is difficult to implement
sound error protection measures (i.e., certain values may not be
checked properly at runtime). Once some values exceed their ex-
pected boundaries, the system may not be able to take corrective
measures to prevent the UAV from exhibiting undesired behaviors.
This could make the UAV lose control and ultimately crash. For
example, in Issue 10757 [71], the UAV’s setpoint was only slightly
beyond a reasonable radius, but the system could not prevent the
UAV from crashing by correcting the setpoint.

Although boundary checking is critical to ensuring the safety of
UAVs, the frequent occurrences of crash anomalies caused by issues
with the bound pattern highlights the inadequacy of boundary
checking in real UAV systems. Ideally, whenever a new input is
received or a new variable is introduced, the system should verify
whether the value of the variable falls within a reasonable boundary.
Otherwise, issues may arise. Unfortunately, when implementing
UAV systems, developers need to consider a substantial amount
of boundaries (e.g., there are more than one thousand boundaries
related to parameters). It is highly challenging for them to avoid
bound-related issues effectively.

In summary, we observed that bound-related issues are the pri-
mary reason for UAV crashes and boundary checking in real UAV
3The attitude control of a UAV refers to the precise control of its flight orientation,
including pitch, roll, and yaw.
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Figure 11: The Number of Distinct Anomaly-Inducing Code
Patterns for Each Anomaly Type

systems is far from comprehensive. To prevent disastrous conse-
quences, UAV systems should have more effective error protection
measures such as self-monitoring, real-time fault diagnosis, and self-
healing capabilities. This will help improve the safety and reliability
of UAVs, ensuring their stable operation in various environments
and tasks. Nonetheless, the computational resources of UAVs are
often constrained, and incorporating additional error-protection
features may inevitably affect UAV performance. Exploring efficient
approaches for handling crash anomalies while mitigating the per-
formance impact becomes a compelling avenue for future research
in this domain.

7 RQ3: DIFFICULTIES OF FAULT
LOCALIZATION

To address RQ3, we analyzed the UAV anomalies in our dataset
to explore two questions: (1) For each type of UAV anomalies, do
the anomaly-inducing code segments exhibit common patterns in
terms of their location (e.g., whether the code segments are often
located within a common system module)? (2) Are there obvious
correlations between the types of UAV anomalies and the anomaly-
inducing code patterns? If any of the two questions has a positive
answer, it would mean that developers can have useful clues when
performing fault localization via examining anomalies in flight
logs. Unfortunately, by analyzing the collected anomalies and their
patches, we found that the answer to both questions is “no”, sug-
gesting that locating buggy code in UAV systems is challenging
even when anomalous flight logs are available. Developers may
need more information besides the easily obtainable logs to per-
form effective fault localization. In the following, we discuss the
observations we made during the analysis process.

Observation 1: Locating software bugs causing deviation-
type anomalies is particularly challenging. Figure 11 gives the
number of distinct anomaly-inducing code patterns for each anom-
aly type. As we can see, deviation-type anomalies exhibit the most
diverse anomaly-inducing code patterns. Among 20 deviation-type
anomalies, we identified a total of eight distinct anomaly-inducing
code patterns (four are included in the others category in Figure 2).
Besides, deviation-type anomalies are distributed across 12 different
system modules, making fault localization very challenging.

Since it is difficult to locate bugs causing deviation-type anom-
alies, it would be very interesting to investigate how developers
actually deal with deviation-type anomalies in their debugging
process. Based on our investigation of GitHub issue reports and
fixing commits, we observed two strategies adopted by developers
to debug deviation-type anomalies:

Strategy 1: Examining both deviation-type anomalies and other log
items, not just the anomalous items. The logs of a UAV contain over
twenty items, which can be used to determine the UAV’s status. We

observed that in addition to anomalous log items, some developers
also checked normal log items to obtain useful information for
debugging deviation-type anomalies, as shown in Issue #14735 [72].
This is because deviation-type anomalies usually mean that the
UAV is yawing but still operational, so many log items are in normal
states. By analyzing normal log items one by one, developers can
effectively rule out certain possibilities when pinpointing faulty
modules.

Strategy 2: Adjusting parameters to observe the performance of
the UAV. Some developers chose to observe the status of the UAV
by constantly adjusting the relevant parameters to identify a min-
imal set of parameters and related data flows that truly affected
the performance of the UAV. For example, in Issue 5110 [73], the
developers mentioned such an attempt. While the developers did
not immediately succeed in resolving the issue, their description
highlighted that parameter adjustment was employed as a trou-
bleshooting strategy.

While developers can address deviation-type anomalies through
various strategies, we found that fixing bugs that cause deviation-
type anomalies in PX4 was time-consuming, taking an average of
49.5 days. In comparison, on average, it took developers around 34
days to fix other bug-tagged issues in PX4 [25]. This also indicates
the challenges of dealing with deviation-type anomalies.

Observation 2: There is a many-to-many relationship be-
tween UAV anomaly types and anomaly-inducing code pat-
terns. Figure 2 shows that in our dataset, each anomaly type
is associated with multiple anomaly-inducing code patterns, and
conversely, each code pattern is found across multiple anomaly
types. Such a many-to-many relationship makes fault localization
difficult: (1) When multiple anomaly types are related to the same
anomaly-inducing code pattern, identifying the specific anomaly
type causing an error can be challenging; (2) On the other hand,
when the same anomaly type is associated with multiple anomaly-
inducing code patterns, inferring the specific code pattern respon-
sible for an error can be challenging. In both of the two scenarios,
further analysis is necessary to determine the true anomaly type
and identify the buggy code segments in the UAV system. Contex-
tual information and domain knowledge are essential to locate the
faults accurately in such cases. Since the many-to-many relation-
ship between anomaly types and anomaly-inducing code patterns
can be highly complex in real UAV systems with large codebases,
automated tools and techniques are desirable to help locate faults
effectively. Future research may explore the possibility of lever-
aging deep learning algorithms to learn the complex relationship
between UAV anomalies and their triggering bugs.

Observation 3: UAV behaviors are often affected by envi-
ronmental factors. Such uncertaintiesmake fault localization
challenging. In our datasets, we observed that UAV flight logs are
frequently influenced by environmental factors, which can pose
challenges for analysis. Specifically, 34.27% of the analyzed logs
were subject to the influence of environmental factors.

The physical environment can affect the analysis of the UAV
flight logs in several ways. First, the quality of the UAV logs may
be affected in certain environments. For example, high- or low-
temperature environments can cause a decrease in the performance
of UAV hardware and sensors, thereby affecting log quality, espe-
cially for some temperature-sensitive sensors, as we mentioned
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in Section 6-A. Secondly, some anomalies can only occur under
specific environmental conditions. For instance, in Issue 13956 [74],
developers remarked: “This is an issue that we have seen constantly, with
the PixRacer and K66, FMUv5. We are seeing this issue when the wind is 6
m/s and over.” This anomaly only becomes evident when the wind
speed is 6 m/s and over; however, it vanishes from the log when
the wind speed is low. This leads to a situation where developers
are unable to observe and analyze user-reported UAV anomalies,
hindering fault localization. Furthermore, some physical environ-
ments can also result in UAV communication interruptions, leading
to abnormal termination of log data. This also causes obstacles to
fault localization.

Observation 4: It is often difficult to distinguish between
hardware error-caused anomalies and software bug-caused
anomalies in UAVs. Our study focuses on anomalies caused by
software bugs. However, quite a few (around 11.8%) real-life issues
mentioned hardware in their issue reports. In UAV systems, there
are close interconnections between hardware and software compo-
nents. This tight coupling often results in similar anomalies with
different causes (e.g., unstable flight and abnormal landings can
be caused by both hardware and software problems), making it
challenging for developers to differentiate between hardware and
software issues.

The interaction between multiple components further compli-
cates fault localization. For instance, sensor readings that affect the
behavior of the control system may result in problems that appear
to be software errors. Here is a representative developer comment
from a real issue [74] in our dataset: “And actually the battery is still
enough, I only set the minimum voltage per cell a bit higher. When I started
Auto Mode, it flew a couple meter then changed to Land Mode due to the
UAV detect low battery.” The difficulty of fault localization stems from
the complexity of distinguishing whether the problem is caused by
battery damage, or a software bug through log analysis.

When hardware is damaged, UAV systems typically record error
logs. However, these abnormal logs may exhibit similarities with
anomalies caused by software bugs. In UAV systems, distinguishing
between anomalies caused by hardware errors and those caused
by software errors requires developers to consider various factors,
such as error manifestations, component interactions, error logs,
and environmental conditions. Future research can further look
investigate this problem to design effective solutions. It might be
possible to leverage learning algorithms to identify the boundaries
between hardware and software-related issues.

8 RELATEDWORK
Anomaly Detection. Several surveys have been written on the
topic of anomaly detection [56]. For example, Chandola et al. [19]
conducted a comprehensive survey of anomaly detection tools, cat-
egorizing existing techniques based on their underlying approach
and identifying key assumptions that can be used to differentiate
between normal and abnormal behaviors. They also discussed the
computational complexity of the techniques. Hodge and Austin [33]
presented a survey of anomaly detection techniques, highlighting
their motivations and distinguishing their advantages and disad-
vantages. Agyemang et al. [4] discussed the applications of anomaly

detection and provided a taxonomy for categorizing anomaly detec-
tion techniques. Besides the general surveys, recent studies have
also advanced the field of anomaly detection in UAVs. Markou and
Singh [46] presented a review of statistical approaches to anomaly
detection and discussed the novelty of NN-based anomaly detec-
tion. They also highlighted the importance of anomaly detection in
computer vision, pattern recognition, and robotics, which is highly
related to UAV system reliability. A substantial amount of research
on outlier detection has been done in the area of statistics and has
been reviewed in several books [31, 78] and articles [12, 13].

As for anomaly detection approaches, Shar et al. [80] developed
DronLomaly, a deep learning method with LSTM models for real-
time anomaly detection in drones, leveraging flight log analysis.
Silalahi et al. [82] introduced a sentiment analysis method using
fine-tuned large language models for anomaly detection in drone
flight logs. Studiawan et al. [83] proposed the use of Sigma rules in
drone forensic timelines, aiding in the identification of anomalous
drone activities. Ma et al. [45] introduced graphical normalizing
flows, a novel deep learning model for efficient anomaly detection
in small unmanned aerial systems. Moreover, Cleland-Huang et
al. [21] focused on enhancing the safety of small UAVs in airspace
with a multi-pronged approach that combines data analytics and
deep learning techniques for anomaly analysis in both real-time
and post-mortem scenarios.
Evaluation of Anomaly Detectors. There are also many studies
focusing on evaluating anomaly detection tools. Lavin and Ah-
mad [38] evaluated real-time anomaly detection algorithms using
the Numenta Anomaly Benchmark (NAB), which provides a con-
trolled and repeatable environment for evaluating anomaly detec-
tors. Markus and Seiichi [29] evaluated 19 different unsupervised
anomaly detection algorithms on 10 different datasets frommultiple
application domains, highlighting the strengths and weaknesses of
different approaches. Varun and Vipin [20] evaluated seven anom-
aly detection techniques on ten public datasets collected from three
diverse application domains, presenting a novel way to generate se-
quence data with desired characteristics for further understanding
of the performance of anomaly detectors.
Empirical Studies of UAV Bugs. Taylor et al. [86] studied the
reported bugs in Ardupilot and PX4, two widely used open-source
control firmware for UAV systems, and characterized their root
causes, severity, and position in the firmware architecture. Despite
the adoption of rigorous software engineering practices, bugs were
common in the two systems and often had severe symptoms. Wang
et al. [90] performed the first large-scale empirical study of UAV-
specific bugs, also focusing on PX4 and Ardupilot. By thoroughly
analyzing 569 bugs, they successfully identified eight distinct types
of UAV-specific bugs and provided insights into their root causes.

Differing from the above studies, our work aims to provide guid-
ance for locating software bugs in UAV systems by analyzing anom-
alies manifested in UAV logs. Although there is a plethora of re-
search on anomaly detection for UAV systems, further analysis and
identification of bugs in the system code still requires significant
manual effort. To fill this gap, our work offers a more comprehen-
sive characterization of UAV anomalies and reveals the relationship
between anomalies and the underlying software bugs.We also point
out the difficulties of fault localization through analyzing UAV logs
to shed light on future research.
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9 THREATS TO VALIDITY
9.1 External Threats
Our empirical study only included two open-source UAV projects,
and the UAV anomalies we collected may not be representative
or comprehensive. Therefore, our findings may not be applicable
to other UAV systems. We made an effort to find more projects,
but many are either closed-source or lack sufficient data for our
analysis. Future studies may further investigate more projects to
enhance the community’s understanding of UAV anomalies and
software bugs.

9.2 Internal Threats
The internal threats mainly come from bug selection and manual
analysis. We only collected issues labeled as “bugs” from PX4 and
Ardupilot for our research. Although the project developers and
maintainers label bugs properly, there is still a chance that we
missed some real bugs that have caused severe UAV anomalies but
were not labeled. One possible way to mitigate this threat is to
investigate GitHub issues with other labels or no labels. As this
process is labor-intensive, we leave it as our future work.

Besides, similar to many other empirical studies [86, 90], man-
ual analysis has often been a potential threat to the validity of
research results, as subjective judgment can come into play. To re-
duce this threat, we adopted the widely used data analysis method
in empirical research known as “open coding” [40, 43, 90]. To en-
hance objectivity in the classification process, multiple iterations
of analysis were conducted by two authors. They held many dis-
cussions when analyzing and categorizing anomaly patterns. They
also looked for references from the comments in issue reports when
constructing the anomaly type and anomaly-inducing code pattern
taxonomy. The results have also been cross-validated by two other
authors and released for public scrutiny.

10 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In summary, in this work, we delved into the realm of UAVs to
examine the impact of software bugs on UAV anomalies. We col-
lected and analyzed 178 real-world abnormal logs stemming from
software bugs in two widely used open-source UAV platforms, PX4
and Ardupilot. Our research primarily focused on the identification
of code-level patterns associated with these anomalies. We paid
special attention to crash anomalies to understand their causes and
also investigated the challenges of localizing anomaly-inducing
code in UAV systems. The observations and insights gained from
our study can shed light on research on diagnosing and localizing
bugs within UAV system code. Based on our empirical findings, in
the future, we plan to design useful techniques to help developers
enhance the security and reliability of UAV systems. We will also
collect more issues from real-world projects to make our empirical
study more comprehensive.
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